Renato Hysa
So ware Engineer

Profile

Details

I love open source and teaching others.

Tirana, Albania

Currently I am working full-time on my e-learning platform, Devlob.

renato@devlob.com

I have courses on API development in Laravel using TDD, Laravel, VueJS and

Date of birth

Design Patterns in PHP.

06-07-1993

Programming is not simply my job, it is my PASSION! I don't write code just to
make things work, no! I always follow principles, design patterns and use
testing. My code is my creation and I take care of it!

Links
Design Patterns in PHP
Facebook

I also love writing on blogs. I used to write on Medium. Currently I have 165.000

Github

views on all my posts. By searching on Google "Laravel api" you can find my

Medium

post at the first page, #6. However, now I write everything on my blog.

Devlob

I love quality and hate quantity. I make sure to provide the best possible
experience, doesn't matter if it is work for a client, an online course or a blog

Skills

post!

PHP

I started programming in 2007 with HTML. Later I moved to Pascal and VB.NET.

TDD

I also have a YouTube channel with over 21K subscribers with tutorials on
Laravel and VueJS. The tutorials rank at the top on YouTube, you can search for
Laravel 5.8 for example and my video is #1. On YouTube I have more courses.
I have a bunch of unfinished projects in Laravel, VueJS, ElectronJS, etc. We can
Skype and I can show them to you locally.

Design Patterns
Laravel
GraphQL
Clean code

Employment History
Fullstack So ware Engineer at Versacchi, Ireland, Cork
February 2016 – October 2018

https://q.tk
This is a big system implemented in Laravel, VueJS, and GraphQL (for some

VueJS
NuxtJS
ReactJS

features. Multiple microservices connect to this system.

JavaScript

The idea behind this project was to sell stickers, keychains, etc. for medical

CSS

reasons. On top of those products a QR code was printed and in case of
emergency, doctors or citizens could scan it and find medical information for
that person.
The project would have been used by hospitals in Ireland, but unfortunately
development stopped because the investor died suddenly from a heart attack in
October 2018.

Languages
English
Greek
Albanian

Some of the systems implemented for this project are a Marketing system, hooks
for WordPress and Stripe, PDF sticker generation for medical records, Payment
Terminals (Stripe and PayPall supported), a Gym system, etc.

Hobbies
Salsa and Bachata, Domain
investor

Fullstack So ware Engineer at Devlob, Tirana
March 2015 – January 2019

This is my personal project.
The project includes features such as e-learning, blog, forum and a social
network.
The platform was build in Lumen, NuxtJS and GraphQL and is a PWA.
All the courses and blog posts at this moment are mine, in the future I will open
the platform to the public.
You are welcome to register and test my baby. I have gone through 4 redesigns
until I decided with the current technologies.

Fullstack So ware Engineer at LTC, USA, Boston
February 2017 – January 2018

This was a project for a client in USA.
The idea was to build a platform where users could find places to eat and stay.
Imagine a combination of TripAdvisor and Yelp. Users could rate places, manage
venues, etc.
A lot of work had been done on that project, but the client decided to stop
development due to a small budget. The site is not online, but I can deploy it if
you need to take a look at it.

PHP and C# developer at Vivido, Durres
February 2014 – December 2014

I used to work for an Italian company.
Most of my work was on Laravel (4 at that time) and vanilla PHP.
Later I moved to C# since I had some experience using .NET.

Remote developer at Internet, Remote
December 2013 – October 2018

I have worked on small and big projects since 2013.
All of my projects came due to open sourcing, teaching, blogs, etc.

Education
Bachelor of Computer Science (dropped out), University of New York
Tirana, Tirana
October 2011 – October 2015

I am not against education, the opposite, I am sharing my knowledge to help
others and I love it. But this won't stop universities from being a business that
won't care for its students. I decided to drop-out of college on my last year and
try my luck by looking for a job.
When I got my first big job I was shocked to find out that what I was taught at
college was outdated and didn't help me at all to land the job. I never went
back! However, I took that bad experience and turned it into passion for
teaching others. My goal is to create a better educational system for the world
through Devlob.

My views are my own and based on my experience in Albania.
Because of that experience I decided to work in the e-Learning industry. That
bad experience made me a better person.
Now, I am more accepted to new things and willing to listen to other people
more.

References
Ricardo del Rosal from Versacchi
rjdrar@gmail.com

